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                                the most out out of your garden?
Are you able to sit our in wind or rain? 
                       It’s time for a LuxxOut® louvered patio roof

Are you really getting...

Enjoy
You’re probably familiar with the 
situation. The temperature outside is 
still enjoyable, but it starts to rain.  Or, 
the sun is so bright that you just want 
to sit in the shade.

The LuxxOut® louvered patio roof is a 
product which allows you to change 
your environment at the touch of a 
button, when affected by undesired 
weather conditions. This is possible 
due to the ingenious louvres in the 
roof, which can be closed or opened 

as much as you wish. Allowing 
you to control how much sunlight 
passes through. Or even to create a 
watertight roof.

Additionally, the innovative 
construction also provides a 
ventilating function during the 
summer months. 

So there you go, now you can enjoy 
living outdoors even longer.

LONGER OUT THE WIND

LONGER OUT THE RAIN

LONGER OUT THE SUN

EXPERIENCE MORE PRIVACY

50% open

100% open



Combine & customise

FREESTANDING (E.G. ON A LAWN)

completely freestanding, attached to a solid wall 
           or built into your existing roof... everything is possible

For every situation!

LuxxOut® products can be combined and 
customised. 
Virtually any colour, size and situation 
is possible. The benefits for you are the 
enormous freedom in opening and 
closing the sides and roof. Rain, wind or 

simply sunlight can therefore be avoided 
from every side. And you even have the 
means to create privacy when you want!

Want to know more? Get in touch with 
us at luxxout.com.

ONE FIXED SIDE (E.G. ONTO A WALL) BUILT-IN (E.G. IN A ROOF OPENING)

LuxxOut® patio screen

LuxxOut® louvered
patio roof


